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Introduction
What Are the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts?

The standards are a shared set of expectations for each grade level in the areas of reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, and language. They def ine what students should understand and be able to do. The 
standards are designed to be more rigorous and allow for students to justify their thinking. They ref lect 
the knowledge that is necessary for success in college and beyond.

As described in the Common Core State Standards, students who master the standards in reading, 
writing, speaking, listening, and language as they advance through the grades will exhibit the following 
capabilities:

 1. They demonstrate independence.
 2. They build strong content knowledge.
 3. They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and discipline.
 4. They comprehend as well as critique.
 5. They value evidence.
 6. They use technology and digital media strategically and capably.
 7. They come to understand other perspectives and cultures.*

How to Use This Book

This book is a collection of practice pages aligned to the Common Core State Standards for English 
Language Arts and appropriate for third grade. Included is a skill matrix so that you can see exactly 
which standards are addressed on the practice pages. Also included are a skill assessment and a skill 
assessment analysis. Use the assessment at the beginning of the year or at any time of year you wish to 
assess your students’ mastery of certain standards. The analysis connects each test item to a practice 
page or set of practice pages so that you can review skills with students who struggle in certain areas.

* © Copyright 2010. National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and Council of Chief State 
School Off icers. All rights reserved.
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3.RL.2, 3.RL.3, 3.RL.4

Answer the questions using the story on page 12.

1. Why was Rachel sad?

A. She got a bad grade on a test.

B. She had an argument with her friend.

C. She had an ordinary day.

2. What did Rachel learn?

A. Ordinary days make exciting days more exciting.

B. Occasionally, everyone has a bad day.

C. Her mother has bad days too.

3. Number the events from least exciting (1) to most exciting (6).

______ spelling test 

______ hamburger at lunch

______ birthday party

______ special school program

______ library day

______ extra recess

4. What is the opposite of special?  ______________________________________________________________

5. What does the phrase long face mean?

A. sad look

B. happy look

C. excited look

I can ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 
explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.
I can describe characters in a story. 
I can f igure out the meaning of nonliteral phrases. 
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I can read and comprehend third-grade f iction texts.

3.RL.10

Read the poem.

 Fairy Tales

Come, read with me a fairy tale;
Board my ship and let’s set sail.

Let’s go to once upon a time,
Where good is good and all words rhyme.

Come, follow me to places afar,
Beyond the moon, beyond each star.

We’ll travel to lands so far away,
Where elves and fairies hide and play.

We’ll pretend to be pirates who wander the sea,
Seeking adventure, wild and free.

Let’s go where things are not as they seem,
To places we can only dream.
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3.RL.1, 3.L.2f, 3.L.4a

Answer the questions using the poem on  
page 14.

1. What is this poem about?

A. going to faraway places

B. reading fairy tales

C. dreaming about faraway places

2. How are the people in the poem going to 
travel?

A. on a spaceship

B. while they sleep

C. in their imagination

3. Are fairy tales real or make-believe? 

  ____________________________________________

4. Some words have more than one meaning. 
Read each sentence. Write the letter of 
the correct def inition for each underlined 
word. 

A. to climb on
B. pieces of wood
C. a light in the sky
D. the main actor, most important
E. a piece of cloth used to propel a boat
F. to f loat on the water

______ We used boards to build the ship.

______  The man boards the ship with his 
bags.

   ______ The star twinkled in the sky.

   ______ He is the star of the show.

   ______  They set sail for a trip over the 
ocean.

   ______ They made a sail for their boat. 

Find words in the poem that have a long vowel 
sound. Place them in the correct group.

 5. long e, spelled ea  __________________________

     ____________________________________________

 6. long e, spelled e  ___________________________

     ____________________________________________

 7. long e, spelled ee __________________________

     ____________________________________________

 8. long a, spelled ay  __________________________

     ____________________________________________

 9. long a, spelled ai ___________________________  

     ____________________________________________

 10. long a, spelled a-consonant-e 

     ____________________________________________

 11. long i, spelled i-consonant-e 

     ____________________________________________  

I can ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 
explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.
I can use strategies to f igure out the meanings of unfamiliar words and phrases.
I can use spelling patterns when writing words.
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I can read and comprehend third-grade f iction texts.

3.RL.10

Read the story.

My Dog Hollywood

I have a dog that I named Hollywood. Little did I know how f itting his name would be. 
Before his second birthday, my dog, Hollywood, made it to Hollywood.

Hollywood is a great dog, but he has a strange habit. Every day Hollywood barks at the mail 
truck. Many dogs bark at cars. But Hollywood only barks at the mail truck. One day, as the mail 
truck came down the street, Hollywood escaped from the yard. He ran beside the mail truck 
and jumped in the open door while the truck was moving!

Our mail carrier didn’t even notice Hollywood. Then, at the end of the street, Hollywood 
jumped out and ran back home. The next day, the same thing happened. This became a 
habit for Hollywood. Luckily, our mail carrier likes dogs and enjoyed Hollywood’s new trick. 
The newspaper put a picture of Hollywood on the front page and printed an article about 
Hollywood’s peculiar habit. 

A few days later, a dog trainer called. He said that he saw the article about Hollywood in 
the newspaper. He said he needed a dog like Hollywood for a new movie. Before we knew it, 
Hollywood was a Hollywood movie star. 
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I can ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 
explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.
I can determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text.
I can understand where and when to use nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and 
adverbs.
I can form and use possessives.

3.RL.1, 3.RL.4, 3.L.1a, 3.L.2d

Answer the questions using the story on page 16.

1. What could Hollywood do that  
was unusual?

A. He could run very fast.

B. He could jump very high.

C. He could jump on a moving truck.

 2. How did the Hollywood dog trainer f ind out 
about Hollywood the dog?

 A. He saw him jump in the mail truck.

 B. He read about him in the newspaper.

 C. He used to be a mail carrier.

3. What does the word peculiar mean?

A. bad

B. strange

C. good

Words that describe things are called adjectives. Write the correct adjective in the blank.

4. _____________________ dogs bark at cars. (One, Some)

5. Hollywood has a _____________________ habit. (second, strange)

6. Hollywood’s picture appeared on the _____________________ page of the newspaper. (front, 
back)

7. An _____________________ trainer needed Hollywood for a movie. (angry, animal)

8. Before his _____________________ birthday, Hollywood had become famous. (mom’s, second)

Rewrite each group of words using ’s or (’) to show ownership. 
Example: movie by Art = Art’s movie

9. peculiar habit of Hollywood

________________________________________________________________________________________________

10. article by the reporter

________________________________________________________________________________________________
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I can read and comprehend third-grade f iction texts.

3.RL.10

Read the story.

A Prize Pie

Sue and her mother always bake a cherry pie for the county fair. They enter their pies in the 
pie contest and, more often than not, Sue and her mother win. The fair is one month away. Sue 
and her mother are beginning to make plans for the best cherry pie ever.

Each year, Sue and her mother try many variations of their prize pie. They have tried using 
canned cherries. They have tried using fresh cherries from their cherry tree. They have tried 
using cherries that had been frozen for several months. The cherries fresh from the tree always 
taste best. Sue and her mother have tried using different amounts of sugar in the cherry f illing. 
They always settle on the amount that makes the pie sweet and tart. They have also tried 
different types of crust. The f irst type of crust they tried was thick and doughy. It made a big, 
puffy baked crust on top with cherry juice oozing out from the top of the pie. The second crust 
they tried was f lakier. The top of the pie was made of strips of dough woven over and under 
each other. They decided on the f lakier crust.

On the day of the county fair, Sue and her mother baked their cherry pie. They entered 
it in the pie contest. Once again, their pie won f irst place. They succeeded in making the best       
pie ever. 
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3.RL.1, 3.RL.2, 3.RL.4, 3.L.1

Answer the questions using the story on page 18.

1. What is the main idea of the story?

A. choosing cherries for a cherry pie

B. making the best cherry pie ever

C. going to the county fair

2. Which type of pie did Sue and her mother bake for the county fair this year?

A. a sweet pie with a f laky crust and fresh cherries

B. a sweet and tart pie with a f laky crust and canned cherries

C. a sweet and tart pie with a f laky crust and fresh cherries

3. What does succeed mean?

A. to do what you set out to do

B. to eat a watermelon, seeds and all

C. to fail at what you try to do

Add the ending to each word. Write the new word.

4. cherry + s  _________________________________

6. crust + s  ___________________________________

 5. pie + s ______________________________________

 7. f laky + er  __________________________________

8. decide + ed  _______________________________

The ending -er often means more. Sometimes it is used to compare two things. The ending -est 
means most. It is used to compare more than two things. Write the correct form of the word in 
each column.

er est

9. thick  _______________________________ _______________________________

10. f laky  _______________________________ _______________________________

11. sweet  _______________________________ _______________________________

I can ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, including the 
central message of the story.
I can determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text.
I can form and use adjectives, adverbs and plural nouns.
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I can read and comprehend third-grade f iction texts.

3.RL.10

Read the poem.

 The County Fair

I love to go to the county fair.
I love the noises and the smells in the air.

The people, the animals, and the food
All create a festive mood.

You can hear the animals in the shed
Calling out loudly to be fed.

The barkers holler, “Come on and play,
I bet you’re feeling lucky today.”

The Ferris wheel spins high in the sky.
It makes me feel like I can f ly.

The rides are fast and so exciting,
Especially the one they call Blue Lightning.

Hot dogs, drinks, and cotton candy,
The vendors sell and make so dandy.

I love to go to the county fair.
I love the fun and excitement there. 
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I can determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text.
I can distinguish points of view as that of the narrator or those of the characters.
I can use spelling patterns when writing words. 

3.RL.4, 3.RL.6, 3.L.2f

Answer the questions using the poem on page 20.

1. How does the author feel about the county fair?

A. The author enjoys the county fair.

B. The author thinks the county fair is boring.

C. The author thinks the county fair is overwhelming.

2. Tell how you and the author feel the same and differently about a county fair. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Use the poem to think about a county fair.

A. Write two things that you can see.  ________________________________________________________

B. Write two things that you can hear.  _______________________________________________________

C. Write two things that you can smell.  _______________________________________________________

D. Write two things that you can touch.  ______________________________________________________

E. Write two things that you can taste.  _______________________________________________________

4. What does the word vendor mean? 

A. a person who sells things 

B. a person who runs the rides

C. a person who manages the county fair

Write a word from the poem that rhymes with each word listed. Then, think of another word 
that rhymes with them. 

5. fair _______________________________ _______________________________

6. shed  _______________________________ _______________________________

7. sky _______________________________ _______________________________

8. play _______________________________ _______________________________
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I can read and comprehend third-grade f iction texts.

3.RL.10

Read the story.

The Runt

Every spring, my dad lets me choose one of the piglets from the litter to raise. I raise the 
piglet to show at the county fair. Pigs that show well at the fair sell for a good price. Dad lets me 
keep the money I earn from selling the pig, so I work hard each year to raise my pig.

This year, our sow had nine piglets. I usually choose the biggest and the strongest of the 
litter, but this year, the runt caught my eye. The runt is the smallest pig of the litter. Usually, the 
runt is too small to make its way to the sow to feed, so it does not live long because it does not 
get enough milk. But, this runt was a f ighter. I sat in the pen watching the piglets step over each 
other. They were f ighting to be the f irst to the sow. The runt, however, came and nuzzled up to 
me. It was as if he thought that I had milk for him. I picked the runt of the litter. I told Dad that 
I would make this runt into a prize pig. 

I hand-fed the runt through the spring and summer. He grew 
and grew. By fall, he was ready to eat slop and grain. I took 
good care of my little pig. By spring, the little runt had grown 
into the biggest pig I had ever seen. My little runt won a 
f irst prize at the county fair. He was not so little anymore.
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3.RL.1, 3.L.4d, 3.L.5a

Answer the questions using the story on  
page 22.

1. What is the main idea of the story?

A. raising a runt

B. growing up on a farm

C. going to the fair

2. What is a runt in this story?

A. a type of candy

B. the smallest piglet in a litter

C. the biggest piglet in a litter

3. Write T if the sentence is true. Write F if the 
sentence is false. 

______  The runt always grows up to be the 
biggest pig of the litter.

______ The runt won f irst prize at the fair.

______  The writer of the story earns money 
from selling pigs. 

______ The sow had nine piglets.

4. Draw a line between the word and its 
def inition.

piglet   a group of baby pigs  
from one mother

sow  to help grow up

litter  cuddled

nuzzled  baby pig

raised  mother pig

Some words have more than one meaning. 
The different meanings are numbered in the 
dictionary. Read each word and its meanings. 
Write the number of the correct meaning.

raise 1. to care for a baby until it is an adult; 
2. to lif t something up

 5. Mrs. Crosby told students to raise their 
hands. ______

 
 6. I am going to raise my puppy, Sinbad. 

______

pen 1. an instrument used to write with; 2. a 
fenced-in area where an animal is kept

 7. Marley took my green pen to do her 
homework. ______

 
 8. There are six piglets in the pen. ______

slop 1. food given to animals; 2. what happens 
when a liquid spills over the sides of a 
container

 9. Teresa tried to be careful, but I saw the 
soup slop out of the bowl. ______

 
10.  Lexi gathered the scraps of food for the 

pigs’ slop. ______

11. Choose a pet you would like to raise. Make a 
list of f ive things you would have to do to care 
for your pet.

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

I can ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, including the 
central message of the story.
I can determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language.
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Answer Key

Page 13
1. C; 2. A; 3, Answers will vary. 
4. Answers will vary, but should 
include the idea of ordinary. 5. A

Page 15
1. C; 2. C; 3. make-believe; 4. B, A, 
C, D, F, E; 5. read, sea, dream;  
6. me, be, we, beyond, we’ll, 
pretend; 7. free, seeking, seem;  
8. away, play; 9. sail; 10. tale, 
places; 11. time, hide

Page 17
1. C; 2. B; 3. B; 4. Some; 5. strange; 
6. front; 7. animal; 8. second;  
9. Hollywood’s peculiar habit;  
10. reporter’s article

Page 19
1. B; 2. C; 3. A; 4. cherries; 5. pies; 
6. crusts; 7. f lakier; 8. decided;  
9. thicker, thickest; 10. f lakier, 
f lakiest; 11. sweeter, sweetest

Page 21
1. A; 2. Answers will vary.  
3. A. people, animals, food, rides; 
B. animals, barkers; C. animals; 
hot dogs, cotton candy;  
D. animals, food; E. hot dogs, 
cotton candy, drinks; 4. A; 5. air, 
Answers will vary. 6. fed, Answers 
will vary.  
7. f ly, Answers will vary. 8. today, 
Answers will vary.

Page 23
1. A; 2. B; 3. F, T, T, T; 4. piglet/
baby pig, sow/mother pig, litter/a 
group of baby pigs from one 
mother, nuzzled/cuddled, raised/
to help grow up; 5. 2; 6. 1; 7. 1; 8. 2; 
9. 2; 10. 1; 11. Answers will vary.

Page 25
1. Answers will vary. 2. 1, 6, 2, 3, 
4, 5; 3. B; 4. C; 5. C; 6. take/took; 
7. become/became; 8. bring/
brought; 9. begin/began;  
10. go/went; 11. C; 12. A; 13. Our 
cat smelled smoke and tried to 
wake us. 14. Mom takes in stray 
animals and gives them a bath. 
15. The cat tried to wake up 
Mom, Dad, and me.

Page 27
1. A; 2. 5, 1, 2, 4, 3; 3. A; 4. pulling 
my leg/teasing me, hit the road/
go or leave, talk my ear off/talk 
too much, shoot the breeze/
talk about nothing in particular, 
time f lew/time passed quickly;           
5. begged; 6. logging

Page 29
1. Heroes choose to act self lessly. 
Heroes give it their all. Heroes 
keep trying. Heroes go the extra 
mile. 2. A; 3. Answers will vary.  
4. B; 5. B

Page 31
1. B; 2. F, T, T, T; 3. B; 4. C; 5. A. k, 
gh; B. e; C. k, w; D. e; E. k, c; F. e;  
6. their; 7. his

Page 33
1. B; 2. T, F, F, T, T; 3. A; 4. A. milk;  
B. candy bar; C. cheese;  
5. Answers will vary. 6. A. Grains; 
B. Dairy

Page 35
1. C; 2. C; 3. A; 4. A. whole, 
oneness, joined as one;  
B. Answers will vary but could 
include union, unicorn, unicycle.

Page 37
1. C; 2. A. Mammals have a 
backbone. B. Mammals have hair. 
C. Mammals breathe air.  
D. Mammals are warm-blooded. 
E. Most mammals have babies 
that are born alive. F. Mammals 
feed their young milk. 3. M, M, N, 
N, N, M, N, N, M; 4. shapes, whale, 
same; 5. ways, stay; 6. time, alive, 
like, sizes; 7. f ly, sky

Page 39
1. B; 2. F, T, F, T; 3. elephant/
in groups, otter/f loating on its 
back, bat/upside down, f lamingo/
standing on one foot, squirrel/in 
nests in trees; 4. C; 5. elephants’; 
6. birds’; 7. otter’s; 8. bat’s

Page 41
1. at the pet shop; 2. Grandma 
hasn’t seen Poochy since she 
stopped at that shop.  
3. B; 4. 3, 2, 1, 4

Page 43
1. A; 2. Franklin wrote books 
and newspaper articles. He 
helped write the Declaration of 
Independence. He discovered 
facts about electricity. 3. 5, 4, 2, 1, 
3; 4. Answers will vary. 5. inventor; 
6. printer; 7. writer; 8. helper;  
9. Franklin invented a type of 
glasses because he wanted to 
be able to read in his old age. 
10. Franklin helped start the f irst 
f ire station after a f ire destroyed 
much of Philadelphia. 11. Franklin 
is still an American hero today, 
although he died on April 17, 
1790.




